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Chapter One:
Northern France – June 1940
Before he saw it, the Sergeant heard the piercing, horrendous banshee screaming of a dive
bomber. The speck in the sky peeling away from two other aircraft was heading straight down
towards them.
“Bloody hell,” he shouted. “Corporal, get this truck off the road now.” Joe had no hesitation;
he reversed, and then shot forward, crashing over the ditch at an angle; the vehicle bouncing up
and over the low hedge line. The Sergeant bawled again at Joe, “Bren Gun Corporal, Fire at
will.”
The road they were on was filled with a mass of humanity―refugees walking towards them,
spread from verge to verge. There were hand carts, prams and old cars, and they were all
overloaded with the worldly goods and possessions of those on the move. It was a slow mournful
procession―a marching column of misery.
The seething mass became hysterical at the sight of the Stuka. It began running in all
directions, and mothers were grabbing their children and diving into the drainage ditches.
The three British soldiers were heading in the direction of Evreux, due to pick up a French
railway engineer and a team of Italian railway workers to transport them to Rennes.
The Corporal, Joe Hardcastle, ran to the back of the truck and his mate “Lofty” handed
down the Bren and jumped from the back of the truck with ammunition pouches. The Stuka
seemed to be diving straight at them.
The Sergeant shouted again, “Fire from the hip.”
Daft bugger, thought Joe, stumbling forward. He gripped the Bren and started a series of
short bursts. Pissing in the wind, was the thought running through his mind. He could see the
tracer bullets, and they seemed miles off the target. At a rate of 500 rounds a minute, the
magazine would soon be empty. He called for Lofty who was head down, backside up trying to
get the bulk of his body into his tin helmet. “Another Mag, quick.” “Piss off,” came the reply.
Joe kicked him. Reluctantly, Lofty grabbed a Mag from the webbing pouches and passed it to
him.
Joe could almost see the rivets on the Stuka. He looked directly at the pilot, firing a full
Magazine at him then dived for cover. Seconds later there was a tremendous explosive thump
and Joe was thrown in the air, vaguely aware of Lofty floating ahead of him. Joe dropped hard
on the ground. With earth and road debris falling all about him, he grabbed onto the soil under
his body, trembling violently
When Joe raised himself up, smoke was billowing from the roadway. He tasted soil, and
there was the smell of fuel and cordite in the air. Shaking off the dirt, he heard the terrible
wailing once again as the second Stuka dived, this time slightly further down the road. Lofty was
also in a daze. Joe grabbed him by his webbing, pulling him into the protection of the hedge. The
Bren was still out in the open with one of the webbing packs and remaining full magazines, but
he sure as hell wasn’t going to try to make a dash for it in his groggy state.
The Sergeant, George Bailes, thought differently. From his position hiding under the truck
he shouted, “Oh Bollocks.” He dashed out and grabbed the Bren, shoved a new magazine in and
then rolled back under the truck.
The second stick of bombs hit the roadway further away. Looking up, Joe saw a third
aircraft peel away circling wide and then dropping down to make a low pass. This time it wasn’t
a Stuka, but looked like a fighter. Perhaps it had been protecting the bombers, not that it

mattered, as it looked as though it was lining up on the road and coming in for a strafing run. The
bastard, thought Joe.
Sergeant Bailes was of the same opinion. Crawling back out from under the truck with the
Bren and clutching the last magazine, he dashed through the hedge back up onto the roadway.
The Messerschmitt roared overhead a few feet above him with its cannons blazing, causing
mayhem amongst the crouching civilians. People were screaming and dying all around George.
With one eye on the aircraft, which was busy circling for another pass, he shouted at Joe to come
and support him. As he did, a young girl of about ten years old ran out from the ditch to grab a
toddler who was sitting in the middle of the road sobbing.
George shouted at Joe again, “For God’s sake get the kids.” The aircraft was diving straight
at them. The road around George and Joe erupted as Joe pushed the children into the ditch
jumping down to shield them. As he did, a clump of earth hit him on the back of his head. His
last vision before he blacked out was of George standing in the roadway firing the Bren directly
at the Messerschmitt.
Regaining consciousness, Joe was aware of a squirming under his arms and a tugging at his
webbing belt. The children were trying to wriggle out from under him, and the tugging on his
belt was a blood spattered Lofty who turned Joe on his back and gave him some water from his
flask.
Eventually, Joe’s eyes began to focus. Lofty helped him to sit up, wiping the mud from his
mouth and face―Lofty was crying. Behind him, the kids were huddled together in the ditch.
“Where’s the Sarge?” Joe asked.
“He’s dead, mate,” said Lofty, drying his eyes with his sleeve, “got the full packet straight in
the chest.”
“Jesus,” said Joe, “what am I going to tell his missus? She comes from just down the street
from our place.”
He looked up hard at Lofty’s face, which was covered in blood, and asked him if he was
hurt. “No,” he said, “this ain’t me, mate, it's half the Sarge, he was leaking badly when I got to
him.”
“At least he got the bastard, Joe; he shot the bugger down. It crashed in the field about half a
mile away.” Joe, looking up, could make out a pall of smoke rising in the distance. He was
becoming emotional, and the loss of his friend was starting to sink in. He felt himself shaking.
“What the hell do we do now, Joe?”
“Buggered if I know, mate,” said Joe, “let me think it out.”
Keeping an eye skywards, they climbed back over the hedge and inspected the truck. It
seemed OK; untouched apart from clods of earth and grass spread over the bonnet, screen and
canvas back. Joe drove it up through the fence and over the ditch back onto the road while Lofty
recovered the Bren gun and the webbing from George’s body.
“What are we going to do with the Sarge,” he asked, still tearful. “I suppose we should bury
him, or we could wrap him in a groundsheet and take him with us.”
And that’s what they did. Lofty rolled out a groundsheet, wrapped George in it and they
lifted their friend’s body carefully over the tailgate, wedging it with the spare Bren ammo boxes.
The two children were in a terrible state and both still sobbing. Joe, in his best French helped
by some arm waving, asked the young girl where her mother was.
“Morte!” she exclaimed, indicating that her mother was dead, and burst out yelling restarting
the crying of the toddler. There was the uncomfortable aura of death in the air. Scattered up and
down on the road were damaged vehicles and broken carts; also there were mutilated corpses of

animals and humans, dead and dying. It was all horrible―a reminder of the sounds, and the
smells of the carnage that they had experienced when they were further north a week earlier.
There’s not much worse, thought Joe, than seeing a kid’s grubby tearstained face. And it
was breaking his heart. He wanted to pick up the children and give them a big cuddle. He
couldn’t stop himself. With tears in his eyes he did just that.
Still sniffling, Lofty asked, “What the heck are you doing, Joe?”
“Struggling to cope, mate, just struggling to cope,” said Joe.
“What are we going to do with these two kids, Joe? We can’t leave them here amongst this
carnage, mate.”
Joe replied, with a sigh, “Ok, shove them up in the front, and we will take them with us.”
They headed off again in the direction of Evreux: a Corporal, a Private, their dead comrade
and two grubby kids. It was June 14th 1940.
Although they were unaware at the time, the evacuation at Dunkirk was over, and the
remnants of Joe’s West Yorkshire unit, as well as a number of other British Army units, were
spread thinly over an area from Rouen, South and West towards Le Mans and Rennes. It started
to drizzle.
Eventually they made it into Evreux, located the French engineer and the Italians and
handed over the body of the Sergeant to the MP’s for burial, and the two kids to the local Mayor.
After sleeping that night at a place organised by the engineer, the following morning, June 15 th,
they refuelled from the MP post, taking on some spare fuel cans as a “just in case” measure.
Now the journey began for real. Joe and Lofty headed back, via a route North of Le Mans
and Laval, to Rennes where they were to drop off the Engineer and Railway workers. The sky
was dark and gloomy; there was the feel of rain in the air.
This was a journey that proved long and difficult―they had to retrace their morning route
passing over the devastated roadway that the German aircraft had bombed and strafed. It was
horrific, with not only the bodies of civilians, adults and children, but family pets, pigs and goats
and the bloated corpses of the wagon horses still lying in the shafts of upturned carts, the
contents of which were spread everywhere.
As they passed, the flies rose in black swarms buzzing through the open sided truck doors.
Despite the drizzle and light rain, the stench percolated the air and was absorbed into their
clothing to remain with them for many miles.
The road surface was puckered from the cannon shells or where bombs had torn into it.
Many times Joe had to weave his way around the dead, at times proving nearly impossible.
Occasionally he had no choice but to drive over the dead that were obstacles in the road. At one
point he stopped and dismounted the truck. Tears were streaming from Joes’s eyes as he bent to
move the body of a young child who was still clutching a rag doll. She looked so peaceful, with
no apparent injury, perhaps the victim of a bomb blast.
Joe finally cut to the West to avoid the carnage, and with the local knowledge of Victor
Naudin, the Railway engineer, they headed in the general direction of Rennes. Lofty, sprawled
out in the back, was trying to sleep after their ordeals. The Italians chattered noisily amongst
themselves, hanging on as best they could as the little truck bounced along. Victor talked freely
and Joe was surprised and impressed at his good command of English.
Joe discovered that Victor was the Chief Railway Engineer of the Region. Before the War,
Victor had spent time in both Germany and England and had met his wife, an English nurse,
when he was wounded during the First World War.
They married in late 1918 and had three daughters, and the eldest, Adelaide, was now

almost 21. The youngest two were twins, Emilie and Louise, and were just 19. Unfortunately,
their mother died of complications shortly after their birth, so Victor had asked his younger sister
Marie to accompany him on his travels, looking after his children whilst he worked. Now his
children were adults, so Marie had moved back to their family home near Toulouse in the South.
Having been brought up in Germany and England, the three children were fluent in both
these languages as well as their French mother tongue.
By early evening the rain had stopped, the sky seeming to clear. As they approached the
outskirts of Laval, on the road from St. Cenere, Joe saw a road block ahead.
Sensing Joe’s fear, Victor turned to him, and said, “It’s OK, it’s the Gendarmes.”
Cautiously, Joe slowed the vehicle, changing into first gear with his foot poised over the
throttle just in case he needed to continue quickly by crashing through the light barricade.
He made these intentions clear to Victor, and to Lofty in the back, instructing him to tell the
Italians to lie down and to be ready with the Bren, just in case there was any trouble.
The Gendarmes waved at them to stop and barred the way. Although they were armed, they
didn’t look menacing. Victor stepped down to talk to them, and then came back to the vehicle
looking somewhat glum.
He spoke to Joe and Lofty in English, saying, “The Gendarmes want to intern the Italians.
Mussolini has declared War on France and England on the side of the Germans.”
The Gendarme Officer and a colleague jumped up into the rear of the truck, advising Joe to
follow the motorcycle outrider into Laval to the Mayor’s Office. On arrival, the Gendarmes,
Victor and the Italians went in to see the Mayor. A few minutes later Victor and a young woman
came out to talk to Joe and Lofty. She was the Mayor’s daughter, and said, “Someone has just
telephoned us to say that there is a small German reconnaissance group en route from Le Mans
in our direction.” She saw the concern on their faces and continued. “You’re in real danger.
Please go with Victor to his home at the other side of Laval. You will not be safe if you continue
travelling to Rennes.”
The boys didn’t need prompting and they almost dragged Victor into the Morris, driving off
with a scraping of tyres, lots of dust and a crashing of gears.
Victor’s house was an old farmhouse set back just off the main road to Rennes surrounded
by old buildings and backing onto dense woodland.
As they arrived through a collection of chickens and ducks, they were greeted by an excited
farm dog that ran about the truck, bouncing up and down and barking. Victor’s equally excited
daughters ran out from the kitchen doorway. There was lots of chatter, handshaking and cheek
kissing followed by blushes from Joe and Lofty. Victor explained the situation.
His eldest daughter, Adelaide, grasped the severity of the situation, telling them, “Take the
truck and hide it in the small quarry. It’s about a half kilometre or so into the woods along the
track. My sisters will bring food and something to drink to keep you going, just in case.” Victor
thought that this was a good idea, so he left Joe and Lofty to their plan and he went inside to start
to clean himself up after his long trip.
The twins, Emilie and Louise, packed a basket, with food that Adelaide had put out, and
were off after the two soldiers as quickly as they could. Louise realised that the small truck had
left tyre marks along the start of the rutted track. “Emilie, quick, give me a hand!” she said,
grabbing the yard brushes. The two girls eliminated the trace as far as the gate to the woodland.
Adelaide, who had been keeping a lookout, went back into the house while the twins ran on to
meet the English soldiers.
When the girls caught up with the truck, the two lads were busy camouflaging the Morris as

best they could. The girls, giggling, climbed up into the back to help them. When all looked OK,
Emilie opened a bottle of wine and passed round a handful of bread and hunks of cheese.
“You’d better eat something, you look starved.”
In the distance they could hear the sound of vehicles. Eventually, two motorcycles and a
small open car followed by a troop carrier came into view, but the occupants could not see them.
Adelaide had seen them long before from the window. She shouted to her father to warn
him, then dashed out of the rear of the farmhouse and across the paddock to the woods to warn
the others. Once out of sight of the road, she heard the small German column sweep into the
farmyard. Both of the motorcycles had sidecars and machine guns. The motorcyclists took up
defensive positions while the troop carrier disgorged its load of soldiers.
From the kitchen window Victor saw a tall officer step down from the car. The officer was a
distinguished looking Major with an eye patch over his left eye and the Knights Cross at his
throat. After instructing his driver to turn the vehicle around, he walked across the yard and
hammered on the door with his black cane. After a few moments, Victor opened it creakily; his
shirt front was damp. With one hand he was mopping soap off his face with a small towel. The
farm dog dashed between Victor’s legs, circling the Major, growling. Victor called it back to
him; reluctantly the dog obeyed.
Now looking more like a rural farmer than the important Railway Chief, Victor was dressed
in a collarless shirt, trousers with braces and a wide leather belt. His whiskery two day growth
that he hadn’t had time to shave off bolstered that image. “What do you want?” he growled
gruffly, giving the dog a kick with his heel to make it stay behind him.
The Major, in halting French with a guttural Germanic undertone, demanded Victor’s
papers. Victor walked into the house slowly with the Major at his heels. The dog growled again
but Victor shoved it to the back of the room. He gave the identification papers to the Major, who
scrutinised them and was surprised that this gruff looking farmer was in fact a Railway engineer,
so demanded to know why Victor was at this farm.
Victor answered, “These are dangerous times, Monsieur, I decided it was safer to stay here
at home until I know the outcome of your hostilities.”
The Major stiffened, asking, “Have you seen any British recently?”
Lying, in an effort to deceive, Victor said, “No, Monsieur, but this morning the local abattoir
driver from Rennes came to collect a dead pig. He told me that he had seen heavy concentrations
of British vehicles on the way here. They were at Louvigne-de-Bais. It’s in the direction of
Rennes, perhaps 25 kilometres away.”
The German raised an eyebrow, and Victor continued, “From what the man told me, I think
there may be more of them at the Barracks in Rennes.”
The Major made a note of this and then went outside. He shouted at his men, “Search the
buildings.”
These are experienced troops, and dangerous, thought Victor, concerned by their
enthusiasm and the ruthless way they kicked in the doors. I’ll have to be careful what I say.
The troops found nothing of interest to them and the Major clicked his heels, saluted and
thanked Victor. The Major called the men back to their vehicles, and the German column headed
off back in the direction of Laval. Victor rubbed the sweat off his forehead and took a swig of
brandy from a bottle in the kitchen cupboard. Possibly, he thought, that due to his deception, the
Germans were returning to Laval to await more backup troops before they moved further to the
West.
Victor watched them from the window. Outside the farm gate, the convoy stopped. The

Major talked on his radio for what seemed an age. Then the Kubelwagen turned back and headed
to the farm. The Major jumped out, his driver followed cocking his sub-machine gun as he did
so, and looked very aggressive. Hiding on the edge of the woods, Joe, Lofty and the three girls
were watching all of this with concern for Victor’s safety.
Victor stepped out to meet the Major. Again the dog gave a low growl. The trooper gave it a
kick and it yelped and stood back. All of the time the trooper’s gun was aimed squarely at
Victor’s chest. This time the Major was not in a friendly mood. He stepped forward slapping
Victor across his face with his glove, knocking Victor to the ground. Adelaide stifled a cry of
rage. Joe dragged her down putting his hand over her mouth. Lofty grabbed the twins and pushed
them face down in the grass.
An argument followed as the Major interrogated Victor, this time very roughly, shouting all
the time. “You are a liar, Sir!” The Major stated that a spotter plane had just returned over the
route to Rennes and no military activity had been seen. The Major was angry, hitting Victor
again and again. That was more than the dog could take and it sprang at the Major biting his
hand. Then all hell broke loose. The soldier kicked at the dog again. Now it turned on him.
Victor lurched forward to grab the dog, but the soldier, thinking that Victor was attacking him,
dropped on one knee and opened fire. Both the Dog and Victor collapsed. The dog was killed
instantly, and Victor gasped for breath having being hit in the chest and throat.
The Major seemed undisturbed by this sudden outburst from his driver, for he had witnessed
similar scenes before. Smacking his cane against his stiff leg in frustration, the Major stormed
back to the vehicle. The soldier kicked the dog, looked down at Victor with a smirk and gave
him a hefty kick in the side, and then walked back to the vehicle. The German troop drove off
without a backward glance.
In the woods, Joe, and Lofty still holding the girls down, saw the commotion and heard the
gun fire. They had trouble holding on to the girls. Joe saw the vehicles eventually drive off. Once
they were out of sight, he released his grip and the girls broke loose and ran screaming to the
farmhouse. At the sight before them, the girls became hysterical as they surrounded their father
who was lying on his back, his face a grey pallor, grimacing with pain. With every breath there
was a gurgle, froth spilling from his mouth, blood slowly oozing from his wounds onto the dusty
ground around him.
Adelaide cradled his head in her lap as the twins held his hands. He was still breathing, but
only just. Joe thought he looked to be fading fast. Lofty had rudimentary medical training, so he
pulled a trauma bandage out of his small pack, opened Victor’s shirt, exposing the pulsating
wound that was still leaking blood. Gently, taking Emilie and Louise’s hands, he said nothing but
indicated that they should press down on the pad to staunch the flow.
Lofty leaned forward, took some cotton wool from his bag, soaked it with water from his hip
flask and he cleaned the wound. Victor’s colour was worsening, and he croaked, choking on his
own blood as he tried to say something. With his head on her lap Adelaide couldn’t quite hear
what Victor was trying to say. Joe leaned down with his ear next to Victor’s mouth. He took
Victors hand, gripping it firmly, saying, “Yes, Victor, try and say that again.” Victor, in his
choking, rasping last breaths, whispered, “Take good care of my girls.” Joe squeezed his hand
tighter, and Victor gurgled a couple of times, his head drooped sideways and his eyes became
blank. Joe stood back as the three distraught girls hugged their father, weeping uncontrollably.
Lofty met Joe’s eyes; they both turned and walked away so that the grieving process could begin.
As the sun went down, the two soldiers dug a shallow grave behind the farmhouse. After
rolling Victor in a bed sheet, they laid him gently in it covering him over with soil. Alongside

him they placed the brave farm dog. Gathering stones from the sidewall to cover the mound,
Lofty fashioned a small cross scratching Victors name on it with his bayonet; he placed the cross
at the head of the grave. The three girls knelt in silence, with the stillness of the evening
disturbed only by the singing of a solitary bird. In the years to come, it would be a long time
before there would be such stillness again in Europe.
For safety, Joe suggested that they go back to where the truck was in the woods and try and
sleep. It was hard to drag the girls away from their father’s grave. They were crying now
continuously, hugging and consoling each other. Their eyes were red from the tears. Although
they were distraught, they understood the need to vacate the house and garden, as this was
necessary just in case the Germans returned.

Chapter Two:
Morning, 16th June 1940
They were up early; no one had managed to sleep for more than a few minutes at a time. The
girls were huddled together, and they’d been crying most of the night. The situation was serious
and Joe took command. It made things easier for him that the girls all spoke English; although,
they were finding it hard between outbursts of sheer grief to come to terms with their
predicament. Once back at the farmhouse, in an effort of motivation, Joe said, “Come on girls.
Start gathering food, water, wine, and clothing.” Joe delegated to Lofty a search of the farm
buildings for petrol and other things that may come in useful.
Not having any detailed Army maps, Joe asked, “Adelaide, have you any of the regional
maps?”
“I think we may have a very old one; I’ll have a look in the bureau.” A couple of minutes
later she returned, dusting off a crumpled map that she had managed to find. “Will this do, Joe,
it’s very old? Father used it in his work.”
Joe opened it up and looked it over. “This is great. It shows all the railway lines as well. It’s
better than I expected.
He then asked, “Have you girls got any money?”
“I’m not sure,” said Louise, starting to search through Victor’s desk, bursting into tears as
she did this, and Emile went to help her.
They came back to Joe, and said, “We’ve found a few Franc notes and some coins, Joe,”
said Emilie. “Also father’s Railway Identity Card with its metal badge.”
“Fantastic,” Joe said, trying to cheer them up. Along with a few family heirlooms, Emilie
wrapped her finds in a cloth and put them in her shoulder bag.
Finally they took stock of what they had. Lofty had found two cans of petrol that smelt a bit
strange, but the old Morris was capable of drinking anything as long as it was devoid of water.
They also had the extra fuel cans they had picked up the day before at Evreux from the MP
station. They reckoned that they should be OK.
Adelaide said, “We should have enough food and water to keep us going, Joe, at least for a
few hours. I don’t think it will be too much of a problem getting more if we need it.”
Joe nodded his thanks. His mind was racing, thinking through all of the options. All they had
to do now was to figure out how the hell they could evade capture if the Germans advanced.
From what they’d experienced, everything was moving fast and the area could soon be
overrun. There was no point in heading directly for Rennes, as that would be the first place that
the Germans would go. It was likely that Rennes would be bombed and more than likely that it
had already been evacuated. They surmised that any British Troops at Rennes would be heading
North to a Port for embarkation as best they could.
As they were packing the truck, they heard a vehicle coming hell for leather down the road
from Laval.
“Oh Jesus,” said Lofty, “they’re coming back already.” The girls started to panic. “It’s Ok,”
said Joe. He recognised the vehicle as a British Military Police vehicle. The driver was blowing
his horn as he swerved in to the end of the farm road. He shouted at them.
Joe rushed over to see what all the commotion was about, and the MP said, “Is that your
vehicle Corporal.”
Joe nodded. The MP shouted back excitedly, “Well get the hell out of here, half the ruddy
German Army is following us down the road heading for Rennes.” He remounted his vehicle and

was off.
That was it then, the decision was made. Joe ran back and informed everyone.
Adelaide said, “It’s no use going on the main road, Joe, we must head back through the
woods, try and work further South around Rennes, and then maybe we can head North after
that.”
Joe agreed, and pushed her into the front of the truck. He then gave the twins a push up to
Lofty in the back.
“Better get them well down, Lofty. Have the Bren ready for action, and check our rifles
too.”
Louise pulled out Victor’s old shotgun and some cartridges, putting it ready should they
need it.
Joe drove slowly down the track towards the woods so that they didn’t create any dust and
stopped in amongst trees. This was just as well, for they heard the groan of heavy vehicles
coming from the direction of Laval. Looking back from their hiding place they could see the
motorcycles, the Major’s car plus a number of Troop carriers.
“These guys mean business,” said Lofty. “Hopefully they will drive on past the Farm.” They
were in luck―counting the vehicles they realised it was only the reconnaissance group. They
were driving slowly, obviously being very cautious.
Watching them, Joe said, “The main body must be a day or so behind, we may be lucky. At
least we’ll soon know if there is a rearguard in Rennes. We’ll hear the gunfire.”
They drove slowly. Using Adelaide’s local knowledge, and keeping to the small side roads
and woodland tracks it was unlikely that they would encounter any other traffic, especially
Germans.
Reaching high ground in the Forest, Lofty shouted to Joe to stop. The place overlooked a
wide area; he jumped down and shinned up a pine tree. Using the binoculars he had taken from
poor old George he scanned the main road over to the North. There he saw that the German
convoy had stopped. It looked to have bivouacked on the Eastern edge of a large wood. The
motorcycles and sidecars and the troop carriers were parked up, but there was no sign of the
Kubelwagen. He clambered back down again to chat with the others. “I reckon the Major and his
driver must have gone off on a recce mission in their vehicle―maybe so he can radio back to the
main force if they come upon anything.”
They set off again, more cautiously.
Just South of Argentre-du-Plessis, the track they were on looked as if it came to an end in a
small clearing at the end of the woodland.
Joe stopped, calling to Lofty, “Come on, mate, bring the rifles. I think it best if we check
things out on foot before moving off again.”
Adelaide went round to the back of the truck and climbed in to talk with her sisters.
As Joe poked his head around the end pine tree, he muttered, “shit,” under his breath,
frantically signalling to Lofty to back track quick time.
As he caught Lofty up, he shouted, “The bloody Kubelwagen is belting down the road in our
direction.”
There was nothing for it, they had to take to the trees and hide. The problem was that the
Morris was in direct view of the road.
As Joe passed it, he shouted as loudly as he dared at the girls, “Lie down and lay quietly, the
Germans are here.”
Hiding in the trees, their rifles cocked and ready, Joe and Lofty watched the vehicle drive

past the track end. It braked suddenly; they could hear it backing up. Peering through the
undergrowth, they could see the Major. He was standing in the passenger seat observing the
Morris with his field glasses. The vehicle turned towards the Morris. Joe and Lofty hugged the
forest floor holding their breath as the Germans stopped a few yards away. Cautiously the Major
descended. Pulling out and cocking his pistol, he walked to the front of the truck. His driver took
up a defensive position slightly behind him and to the side.
The Major realised it was a British vehicle and felt the engine cowling. It was still warm,
and both driver and passenger doors were fully open. Motioning to his driver they slowly circled
around the far side away from the boys, creeping to the rear. All Joe could see was their feet.
The German driver again took up a defensive position to the rear, slightly to one side of the
Major, who shouted in English, “Come Out, Hands up!” At the same time he pulled back the rear
Canopy cover.
There was a deafening report. The Major was lifted fully off his feet and hurled backwards
crashing into the driver knocking the man’s machine pistol out of his hands. Even at the distance
that they were at, Joe could see the red mist spray from the back of the Major’s head.
Immediately, he and Lofty were up, running out of the woods their rifles at the ready.
The Major was obviously dead; half of his head and face were blown away. Most of the full
force of both barrels of Victor’s old shotgun was fired directly at him by Adelaide. There were
bits of skull, flesh and brains spattered everywhere in the vicinity. Much of this was over his
driver who was moaning and groaning. Some of the deflected shot had hit him on the right side
of his cheek and his shoulder.
As Joe and Lofty looked at the spectacle before them, Adelaide emerged from under the rear
canopy. The smoking shotgun held firmly in her hands. With the steely look of hatred on her
face, she climbed down, never taking her eyes off the German driver. Her sisters followed her.
So taken by the look on Adelaide’s face, the lads didn’t see Emilie stoop down and pick up the
Major’s pistol.
The driver was mumbling quietly in German for his mother, like all wounded soldiers seem
to do. Once he saw the expressions on faces of the three girls, he started pleading for his life.
This cut no ice with the girls. Adelaide re-loaded the shotgun. She circled the driver talking
quietly to him in fluent German that neither of the lads understood.
Emilie took the Major’s pistol, slowly raised it and shot the driver in his left knee and he
cried out, a grimace of pain on his face and his eyes screwed up. Louise calmly took the pistol
off Emilie. While the German squirmed, she shot him in the other knee. He screamed again for
mercy, blinking his eyes to clear the blood from his head wound and he found himself looking
straight at the barrels of the shotgun held by Adelaide. Their eyes met; hers were full of
determination and his full of fear.
She whispered to him, “For Father,” and then shot him in the face.
Only then did she turn to Joe and hand him the shotgun. Lofty took the pistol from Louise
and all three girls slumped down on the grass. None of them said anything, nor cried. All had
that same steely eyed look.
My God, thought Joe, feeling a shudder down his spine.
Lofty suggested to Joe that the two Germans may have some identity papers on them that
could be useful, so he rifled through their pockets careful not to become covered in blood. He
found two spare magazines for the Major’s small automatic and picked up the MP40 machine
pistol putting it in the back of the truck.
Checking out the Kubelwagen, he found a satchel of documents as well as a bag containing

several full magazines for the Schmeisser. In the rear seat was a crate of German stick grenades
which he thought may come in useful under some circumstances. He called to Joe indicating his
finds with his hand and then shoved them in the rear of the Morris as well.
Pointing at the Major’s vehicle, Joe said, “We’ll have to hide this, and the bodies, as deep
into the woodland as we can, Lofty.”
Carefully they picked up the remains of the Germans and heaved them over the side of the
vehicle. The girls, who didn’t seem disturbed at all at what had just happened, just watched.
Perhaps the shock will come later, thought Joe.
Acting as guide, Joe walked in front. Lofty drove the vehicle as far as he could amongst the
trees out of sight of both the road and the clearing. The girls, who were cleaning up the mess on
the ground where the two Germans had bled out, were also picking up the shell cases. When the
lads came back they gave the area the once over and decided it was time to put as much distance
as they could between themselves and the rest of the German recon group, as well as anyone
locally that may have heard the gunfire. Fortunately, the noise of a shotgun discharging was a
regular rural occurrence, so it shouldn’t have drawn much attention. They hoped that the sounds
would have been too far away for any other German soldiers to have heard, but time would tell.
They were ready to move again, south and west! With Lofty and the twins in the rear,
Adelaide rejoined Joe in the front. He wasn’t surprised to see that this time she had the shotgun
down by her side.

Chapter Three:
June 16th―De Gaulle’s HQ―London
On the large desk in De Gaulle’s office, the phone was ringing. He ignored it. Sitting back in
his chair, head resting on one clenched hand, he had the beginnings of a headache. It was 7am.
The whole theatre of War in Northern France seemed to be in turmoil, and the damn phone had
been ringing continuously since he arrived an hour earlier. There was a knock on the door; his
secretary Bridget entered. She was a pretty young thing from Paris and she always brightened his
day. This morning was no exception.
“You didn’t answer your telephone, General,” she reprimanded. He always accepted her
small jibes at him.
“No,” he gave a sigh, “I was in deep thought.”
She told him that it was Paul Reynaud, the French Prime Minister, and important,
“Shall I connect him.”
He nodded.
She went out, and the phone tinkled again and he picked it up. As he waited for Reynaud to
connect, he looked out of the window, and he saw that it was raining again. England and its
weather, he thought, terrible.
The phone clicked a few more times and then Reynaud came on the line.
“Good morning, Charles, some good news and some bad news!”
De Gaulle grimaced.
Reynaud continued, “I have announced to Petain that you will continue to be the Secretary
for State for our National Defence.” He heard De Gaulle sigh, and he could sense that he wasn’t
pleased. He is still maintaining that France should capitulate and hand everything over to the
damned Germans, he thought but didn’t say. The man is an imbecile!
The General sighed again, and asked, “Where is he now?”
“Bordeaux, with the rest of his people,” came the reply.
“Ok, Paul. By the way, I’ve had a proposal from Churchill suggesting that our two Countries
become a single government for the duration of the War. He’s adamant that only such a dramatic
move would keep us in it, even though we have been overrun by the Bosch.” Reynaud thought
that this was a good idea, asking, “Can we meet later in the day in Bordeaux, Charles?”
De Gaulle looked at his watch, and said, “I’ll try and organise a flight, Paul. I’ll have my
secretary get back to you.”
He finished the call with the usual pleasantries and placed the handset back on its rest.
Later, the General flew from Northolt in an old twin engine aircraft requisitioned via
Churchill’s office. He landed at Bordeaux just after lunch. A few of his trusted officers and
friends met him and whisked him off to the temporary Government buildings. On the way they
informed him that Reynaud had just resigned over disagreements with Petain and other Ministers
on the proposed Franco-British Union. When he found that Petain had already formed a new
cabinet and was seeking an armistice with the Germans, De Gaulle was furious to the point of
being down-right intransigent; so much so that he called his entourage together telling them that
enough was enough.
“Get me back to the airfield. We’re returning to England. We’ll fight Petain and the Bosch
from there.”
No one argued with him, they all felt aggrieved that Petain and his cronies looked like they
were going to capitulate. A series of cars arrived. In a flurry, they drove back to the aircraft.

One of Reynaud’s trusted friends met Charles at the airport and handed over some boxes,
and the General had them put on the aircraft. With everyone aboard, the pilot wasted no time. He
taxied out onto the runway and was airborne in minutes, heading back to London. One of the
Generals junior staff busied himself opening up one of the containers. He walked up the aircraft
and handed De Gaulle a letter. It was from Reynaud, short and sweet. Saying, “Bon Chance mon
ami.”
The General looked up, smiling. The officer took the General’s hand, and said, “Voila Mon
General.” The Officer poured a handful of Golden Francs into it. Paul Reynaud had come up
trumps. De Gaulle was later to learn the money was from secret funds, and it amounted to some
100,000 Francs.
The aircraft headed out west from Bordeaux before finally turning North again, running
parallel to the coast, avoiding the possibility of interception by any of the prowling Luftwaffe.
The old ship rattled along, with the fuselage vibrating and creaking. At times the aeroplane was
buffeted around by the wind, with loose objects dancing about on the cabin floor. There was an
aroma in the air: fuel and hot engines mixed with a hint of stale vomit: it permeated throughout
the cabin.
God, I hate flying, the General thought, trying to make himself comfortable and deciding
that he should write a speech, thinking out how it should read. Rather pompously he decided that
he would ask the British if he could address the People of France via the BBC. Perhaps they
would agree to a broadcast for tomorrow?
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Chapter Four:
Early Evening, June 16th South of Rennes
In the front seat of the Morris, Adelaide still tearful, said nothing. Joe asked her where they
should head. She came out of her daze and looked at him with sorrowful eyes and sighed.
Unfolding the old map from her father, she wiped her eyes and scrutinised the route for a
moment or two and then told Joe to turn out onto the road. She would direct him to a place called
Bourg-des-Comptes where her uncle lived. He was a Railway Systems Manager.
Once underway, taking side roads and as many of the rural forestry tracks as they could,
they skirted the villages where possible. One problem was that they had to cross the river at some
point: Adelaide chose a route that took them via Tresboeuf, Poligne and a number of small
hamlets. Following the West bank of the river they arrived in a small wood to the South of the
road bridge. She directed Joe to drive further down the track and to park the Morris under some
trees. They were well away from the village here and Lofty asked the twins to rustle up what was
left of the food. It had been a long day already and they were all hungry.
As soon as they had finished eating, Adelaide said, “Right, I’m off to my uncle’s now. He
should have news of what’s happening. It’s going to be very hard to tell him about father. He’s
the younger of the two brothers. I’ll try and get some more food.”
Joe suggested, “Perhaps he’ll help us get a train up to the coast to St.Malo.”
Circuiting the wood, Adelaide kept to the river path as far as the bridge. It didn’t really
matter if anyone saw her, she knew the place well, having been here with her father many times
during her childhood. She crossed the bridge and was soon at her uncle’s cottage.
The lights were on; she could see him sitting at the kitchen table talking with his wife. She
tapped on the window. He turned in surprise then rushed to the door. He was flabbergasted;
hugging him, she burst into tears.
He pulled her through the doorway, startling the cat which had jumped up onto the table,
and then dashed off the other side knocking over the bottle of wine which smashed on the stone
floor. At least this made them all laugh. Adelaide managed to stop crying. Her uncle, Emmanuel,
sat her down, and over the next half an hour, she blurted out everything that had happened. Her
uncle and aunt were very shocked and upset and Emmanuel was in a terrible state of distress.
Victor was his older brother. His wife Claudine consoled him, but it was hard work. The two
brothers had been very close, working together on the railways. Claudine made some coffee,
pouring a large amount of brandy into each cup. The two of them listened in silence and disbelief
as Adelaide outlined the events of the past two days.
Claudine looked glum, her eyes still watery from crying, as she gathered a bag and put in a
bottle of wine and as much food as she could spare. Uncle “Manny” dried Adelaide’s tears away
and then his own. They discussed what he knew of the German advance as well as the railway
situation both locally and around Rennes.
“Uncle Manny, Claudine, I’m worried,” Adelaide told them. “In view of the fact we shot the
two Germans, it may not be safe for you here.”
Manny reassured her, saying, “It will all be Ok, I’ve already been transferred back down to
Toulouse as the new systems manager. We’re due to leave in the next few days.”
Looking relieved, she replied, “Thank God. Anyway, I’d better get back, the others will be

worried.”
Manny took her hand and pulled her up towards him, and said, “Come on, I’ll go back with
you.”
Adelaide and Claudine hugged, both bursting into tears again, but Manny pulled her away,
kissed his wife, and said as they left, “I won’t be long.”
Back at the wood, in the semi darkness, the twins had cleared out the back of the truck.
Lofty had pulled out all of their equipment to take stock. As he was starting to hand it back up to
Louise, he heard a twig snap some distance away and signalled the girls to be quiet and lay
down. Lofty grabbed his rifle and backed into the treeline working his way around to cover the
pathway. Joe had heard the sound too; he grabbed the machine pistol and hid behind the front of
the truck away from the pathway and the river.
Adelaide, with her uncle in tow, quietly entered the area where the truck was hidden. Once
they had realised that there was no danger, Joe and Lofty surfaced and un-cocked their weapons.
The twins jumped down from the truck and hugged and kissed Manny who put his arms around
them. They comforted each other, with all three of them in tears. That started Adelaide off crying
again and Joe put his arms round her to comfort her. It took a few minutes for them to calm
down before Adelaide could introduce her uncle to the lads. She updated them on the news he
had on the situation locally. It was not what they wanted to hear.
Rennes apparently was all but blocked from a railway point of view, with trains backed up
in and around the station. Troop trains with many wounded service men, and goods trains and
trains with fleeing refugees. It was a real mess. Manny had heard by the Railway telephone link
that roads coming into Rennes towards the station were littered with abandoned military vehicles
and equipment. Rumour had it that the French and British troops at the main barracks had started
evacuating. The whole area sounded in disarray. There would be no chance now of them leaving
the truck and taking the train North in the hope of getting to the coast. There was only one thing
left―they had to rely on the Morris, assuming they could find enough fuel to run it for their
anticipated journey.
To safeguard Manny and Claudine, they decided to rest up until the early hours and then set
off in the dark and head for Rennes in search of fuel. It wasn’t far. They would listen for any
gunfire, and if there was none, they would try and drive around the East side passing the area
near the station and see if they could track down some fuel for the truck. Lofty found a length of
rubber siphon hose in the tool box, so that if they found any trucks with fuel they could transfer it
to cans or direct into the Morris. With a plan set, it was time for hugs and kisses for Manny.
After Manny left, everyone bedded down as best they could to try to sleep. The day ahead could
be a very dangerous one.
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